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bit of war is the free melee/defense game in the desperate ones series. you are the unnamed commander of a team of four soldiers. as you fight, you must advance forward by defeating the enemy soldiers. with the ability to use various weapons and special
attacks, you have various weapons and special attacks available to you. in the game, there are 16 missions divided into 4 divisions, with each division having 4 missions. every mission will consist of 2~4 battles. in a battle, the one who is first to accomplish

his/her goal is the winner. in a mission, the team whose attack power is the highest is the winner. once a mission is completed, you will get a ranking for your best performance of the mission, and you will be able to play as long as you want. to share the fun on
the web, you can also use a hot-key to play with your friends! the game includes a number of extra features. at home, you can play with a single player in the main screen, or download a partner from the partner list to become a “partner”. as a “partner”, you

can join the partner in the main screen or play a partner game in the partner screen. during a partner game, you can see your partner’s actions, attack power, and the state of the weapon. when you start a partner game, the names of the partner and the
difficulty level are shown, and you can select your partner from a list. in a partner game, you can use any weapon in the main screen, but when you play alone, you can only use the sniper rifle, and you will not receive the bonus points that you would receive

from using other weapons.
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